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Fish with attitude app store

Ken Ishii / Getty Images If you have an iPhone, chances are good that you're just as familiar with the App Store as you are with other important apps like Mail, Messages, or even Apple Maps. And like any app you probably spend a lot of time with, there are probably a few things you hate about the Apple App Store. As Mike Beasley reported some time ago about 9to5Mac, the App
Store has been around since iOS 2.0, when iOS was still called Phone OS. But along the way, she has acquired some annoying chut choists and has failed to address some usability concerns. Unfortunately, some of these bugs are still hanging around, so Apple has a lot to fix with future versions of iOS (we're looking for you, iOS 10). Read on to learn more about some of the
worst things about the iOS App Store - and start thinking about how much better things will be with the solutions we hope Apple will implement in the future. 1. Bad detection options and recommendations If you want a new app or a new game but do not know exactly what you are looking for, it can be quite difficult to find something to download. The Recommended tab in the App
Store tries to solve the problem by winding apps into a number of categories, including the best new apps, best new games, popular apps, popular games, and an ever-rotating selection of collections (such as the best apps optimized for new iPhone or most holiday games). When things get more interesting, it's when you tap the Categories option in the upper-left corner. You can
browse dozens of different categories, all with their own unique collections. Apple can make it easier to take advantage of all these curated lists by scratching them on the front page. After all, it knows what apps you've downloaded, so how hard would the App Store be to offer you smarter, more personalized recommendations for new apps that might seem interesting to you?
Apple Logo | Timothy A. Clary/AFP/Getty Images 2. The lack of lists curator from other countries On the topic of desire that we can get smarter recommendations of downloadable applications, how great would it be if you could browse collections of applications curated by your favorite photographers, the staff of this magazine you can not put, or respected website on an
interesting topic? Apple has its own curated lists and many of them in the App Store. But selected lists of apps from individuals or posts you respect can give you insight into the apps and tools people use, especially for things like mobile photography. 3. Frustrating search functionality Apple recently updated the App Store search algorithm to give you accurate results when
searching with a keyword. But it's still harder than it should be to find an app when you don't know what it's called. Think about it: You can easily find an app if you know its name (or at least part of its name). But when you search for an app that can perform a particular task, all bets are off. Keyword typing usually returns hundreds of results, but there's no way it's filtered by free or
paid apps, and there's no functionality to further refine your search. The App Store shows you related keywords, but that's usually a little help. 4. There is no way to try an app before you buy app developers and iPhone users have long complained that there is no way to try an app demo before you buy it. This has led many developers to create free, limited versions of their paid
apps or make the initial download free and offer basic features like in-app purchases. But the App Store will benefit from adding a demo feature that allows you to get a free trial of an app before you buy it. The feature can give you some peace of mind if you're considering spending more than a dollar or two on an app; if there's an option to try the app and then get your money
back, if you don't like it, users may be more likely to give premium apps a chance. IPhone covers are displayed during a press preview of the new flagship Apple Store | Justin Sullivan/Getty Images 5. No social features Ever wonder what apps have downloaded your friends, or which ones have they added to the wish lists to download later? If so, too bad because the App Store
will not tell you. Apple can add a number of different social features to the App Store. Consider, for example, how much easier it would be to get your friends to try out this new messaging app or photo-sharing app if you can share apps directly in the App Store (not by sending a link via iMessage). And think about how much easier it would be to follow the guidance of your best
friend who loves his apps, who always has the best apps before anyone else has heard of them - if he can selectively share his recommendations on a list, you can browse straight from the App Store. 6. There is no way to find sales and deals There are tons of tech blogs and Twitter accounts that can alert you to great apps that have temporarily reduced their price, or are even
free to download for a limited time. But the App Store, inexplicably, does not offer an easy way to find these deals without relying on an external source. In the future, Apple may add a section to highlight these limited time deals and sales – something that app developers and iOS users will undoubtedly appreciate. The Uber app logo appears on iPhone | Carl Court/Getty Images
7. Untrustworthy reviews It's a problem that many users are familiar with when the news broke that many of Amazon's Amazon reviews Fake: While you may search user reviews to determine if an app is worth the download time or purchase price, you probably can't trust all these reviews. Much less popular apps have only a few reviews to start with, and it's disheartening to
realize that some of these reviews are likely left by people who made the app (or their friends or employees). You could argue that this isn't really an Apple problem, but the App Store may require users to spend some time with an app before reviewing to try to protect themselves from fake reviews. In the meantime, it's best to read real reviews on reliable blogs if you're concerned
about wasting money or time in an app. There are no updates for Apple's own apps While you can update all other apps on your iPhone from the Updates tab in the App Store, there are never updates for apps that are preinstalled on your iPhone. Why is that? Because Apple fixes bugs and adds features to these apps through iOS updates. This means that even when there is a
simple glitch in Apple Music or a clear feature to run to Mail, you need to go through a lengthy process of installing an update to the phone's operating system. In the future, Apple may implement simple fixes for its own apps through the App Store, making them just as painless to update as any other third-party app. Mastering macOS Spotlight is a search engine for your Mac that
helps you find documents, contacts, apps, dictionary definitions and much more. Focus suggestions help you find relevant information on the web as well. Learn how to get the most out of your Mac's focus! Civilizations rose and fell. Rivers carved canyons. The stars spin in their existence, then die. All while we waited for the iPhone 2.0 and the App Store. If you've been lucky
enough to upgrade your iPhone 2G to 2.0 or have a newly-added iPhone 3G, and you've upgraded to iTunes 7, you now have access to the App Store on iTunes or your iPhone, and the 3-party native apps download the farvagan can start! If you're new to 3rd-party apps, new to iPhone and/or iTunes, or just want some guidance before you dive into the App Store, then read after
the App Store rehearsal break! There are two ways to access the App Store: either on your iPhone or through iTunes. Let's start with the iPhone App Store experience. With your iPhone in hand, tap the App Store icon. The user experience is very similar to using iTunes on your iPhone, so if you were an iTunes user on your iPhone, then the App Store will feel very familiar. The
page you want to greets when you log in to the App Store on iPhone, will give you the opportunity to look at new applications that have added and the most popular and frequently downloaded Apps under What is Hot. Apps appear in a list of up to 5-star ratings and price. Along the you'll find sections for presented, categories, top 25, Search, and Updates. Here is a screenshot of
the new apps presented. You can scroll down to see over 20 new apps here. A similar view is available if you select the What's Hot button. Tap categories and display a list of different app categories with the number of apps in each category. Simply tap on a category to view the list of apps in this category. Selecting the Top 25 tab will give you a list of the top 25 apps so you can
see what your iPhone peers are using. Be the first to view and evaluate an app! The Search tab will display a list of available software as you type in the name, just like searching for music on iTunes. Once you find an app you're looking for, just tap the name, and then you can see the price and select it for more details and to purchase. Here's an example of what you'll see after
you've selected an app from the list. More details, such as the name of the app, the company or the person who developed it, the number of reviews and a 1 to 5-star rating from other iPhone users and the price. Just click on the price and confirm your purchase and your iPhone will download the app. If the application is larger than 10mb, then a WiFi connection will be required.
After all, AT&T doesn't want to tie the valuable capacity of its 3G network to massive downloads. Once downloaded, you can enjoy the app. The next time it syncs with iTunes, the app will sync with iTunes as part of your iPhone backup. Then, if you ever need to reset the iPhone to factory settings, your apps will be turned on when you restore from an archive. Finally, there are
updates tab, so you can check if there are, of course, updates for the software that you downloaded. This sums up the App Store on your iPhone. Give it a try today and download some cool apps! Now let's move on to the iTunes App Store, which is fully integrated into iTunes and functions about the same as downloading music or movies. Just click on the App Store on iTunes
and you can browse all apps by category, popularity, most recently added, and even from the best free apps available for download. Browse the lists of the top 10 paid apps and free apps, or see even more apps in these categories. You can get a quick look at Favorites and What's Hot (popular). Click on an item you're interested in and get a better description, including the app
author, price, release date and file size. They are also included on the app details page, which are screenshots (if provided) and customer feedback. You can more details about what others think of the app and get a better sense of whether you want to make the purchase and download it. If you click the Buy button, your iTunes account will be charged and the app will be
downloaded to iTunes. The app will then load with your iPhone when you sync. Fortunately, thankfully, Store on both iPhone and iTunes is easy to use and full of fun and useful apps now.  Check it out today and start downloading apps to your iPhone - you might just be surprised how powerful your iPhone really is with the right apps installed. Installed.
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